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Introduction
Minnesota is known for its plentiful water resources.
While many other states in the U.S. are experiencing
shortages in water supplies, Minnesota has seemed to
escape problems of this type. However, in recent years
some signs have arisen indicating that Minnesota’s
water resources may not be enough to meet the
combined needs for human consumption, industry,
agriculture, and for ecosystem health. Events such as
the water level lowering of White Bear Lake, near
Minneapolis, reduction of streamflows in some creeks
and rivers, and reduction of water levels in natural
wetlands point to this evidence. High flows in rivers,
such as the documented increases of flows in the
Minnesota River, are also the result of changes in
water storage in the landscape. It is now recognized
among eminent national and international hydrology
scientists that the storage of water in the soil and
aquifers affects the flow of water into lakes and
wetlands, and the flows in streams, creeks and rivers.
Soil moisture is an important aspect of climate and a
key indicator for hydrological processes but, due to its
characteristics it is difficult to determine on a large
scale. Fortunately, spatial development has enabled
the creation of artifacts that can indirectly measure it
using remote sensors; however, the low temporal and
spatial resolution currently available make difficult to
obtain useful values, The Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) is specifically designed for soil moisture
monitoring, and was launched on January 31, 2015,
while the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity, or SMOS, is
a European satellite launched on 2 November 2009. In
this study, we carried out an evaluation of the SMAP
and SMOS, combining with a Land Surface Model
called Community, where the land surface is
represented by 5 primary sub-grid land cover types
(glacier, lake, wetland, urban, vegetated) in each grid
cell. The vegetated portion of a grid cell is further
divided into patches of plant functional types, each
with its own leaf and stem area index and canopy
height. Each subgrid land cover type and plant
functional type (PFT) patch is a separate column for
energy and water calculations. We will evaluate the
merging satellite soil moisture retrievals and model
simulations for a blended consistent soil moisture
product against data gathered from in situ
measurements for Central Minnesota.

The problem:
We need reliable values of the humidity of the soil for
our project evaluation in the central part of the State
of Minnesota, but we have only a metering station
which does not represent a broad area of study, by
such reason we create with this paper a algorithm
from a regression analysis using bayesian, allowing us
to make real estimates of the recharge of water
underground.

Solutions:
Combining a land Surface Model with Remote Sensing
from SMAP-SMOS Satellites and local observations

SMAP

SMOS

Methodology
Using algorithms and statistical analysis we can validate and
correlate data from satellites in real time

Validated with real-time data we can use soil
moisture data as a tool to optimize all important
hydrological parameters and determine trends of
water resources in the central area of the State of
Minnesota.

SMAP: Launched on 31 January

2015, Soil Moisture Active Passive
(SMAP) mission by NASA will
provide measurements of the
land surface soil moisture and
freeze-thaw state with nearglobal revisit coverage in 2-3
days. The SMAP measurement
system consists of a radiometer
(passive) instrument and a
synthetic aperture radar (active)
instrument operating with
multiple polarizations in the Lband range. The combined active
and passive measurement
approach takes advantage of the
spatial resolution of the radar and
the sensing accuracy of the
radiometer.
L-band radar and radiometer
system with 6-m reflector
Solution to spatial resolution is
two-fold; a technology that uses a
large antenna (deployable mesh)
and enhanced resolution by
combining high accuracy
radiometry retrieval with high
resolution radar. Soil moisture
products;

Radar resolution: 3 km (Failed July/2015)
Radiometer resolution: 40 km
Combined product: 10 km

The data were obtained from their
original sources as global gridded
maps from the SMAP Radiometer HalfOrbit 36 km EASE-Grid Soil Moisture,
Version 3.
http://nsidc.org/data/SPL2SMP/versio
ns/3

SMOS soil moisture retrievals are
available at 40km global grids with a 4%
accuracy expectation. SMOS revisit time
is 2-3 days for each grid. Details of the
SMOS soil moisture data can be found
here: http://www.cesbio.upstlse.fr/us/smos/smos_atbd.html
SMOS Level 2 Processor Soil Moisture.

Results

The Level 3 soil moisture data were
obtained from their original sources as
global gridded maps.

CLM Land Surface Model

Conclusions
Based on the preliminary results We can observe
a good correlation between the real values and
those simulated by the satellites SMOS-SMAP, this
is because their original values have gone through
an algorithm of data improvement, The results of
the CLM were not so effective perhaps due to the
dispersion of their data, the resolution was of
values similar to those of the satellite, 1/3 degree.
We will continue in a second phase using the
regression model proposed in this work for use as
a water quantification tool in central Minnesota.

